Find your element
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Our portfolio of 'Well-being Warriors' are - to quote Tina Turner 'Simply the best’!

We have cherry-picked elite practitioners to ensure you’re putting your well-being in the
hands of experts. From local warriors to those with international renown, we have the team
to align with your values and reach your goals.
We understand that time is a precious commodity and that our clients are busy people,
often spinning several plates at once. That’s why our activities are curated to help you find
balance, re-focus, re-energise and re-enter the world with
mindful intentions.
We live and breath (in slowly through the nose and out through the mouth) events with a
passion.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Candle Making*
It's proven that scented
candles can play an essential
role in the physiological
effects of mood. Mix this with
the crafting mood boost and
you are on fire!

Rap Yoga*
Yoga with a difference and a
beat! Rap yoga! Moving to the
sounds of the music with live
rapping. Each word and
movement is synched to the
beat, a fun and alternative
way to salute to the sun.

be fire

Sounds of Samba
These energetic, supportive
groups get people working
together in a way you never
thought possible. Learn how
to become a Carnival Samba
Band and create one sweet
samba sound as a team.

Drumming Circle
A drum circle offers equality.
The main objective is to share
rhythm and get in tune with
each other and yourselves.
Grab a drum, and get those
hands warmed up and ready
to raise those vibrations.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Hunger Games vs.
Art Attack*

A creative team building event
that is designed to be fun, a
bit silly and something that keeps
teams feeling like
they're working together, and
then we add in a few hunger
games curve balls to keep you on
your creative toes.

Singing Workshop*
Singing is a cultural and human
phenomenon. A fun and uplifting
way to reduce stress and increase
workplace engagement.
Not to mention its confidence,,
self esteem, and energy
boosting levels.
You will be singing and leaving
on a high with this one!

be fire

Bootcamp*
Unite your employees around
this new athletic challenge
with strong, unifying values.
This team building activity
focuses on leadership, cooperation and team cohesion.

Nutrition*
Looking to focus more on healthy
eating within your well-being
strategy?
Want some nutritional clarity?
How do you and the team want to
feel?
Your food creates your
mood....
Food for thought right there!
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Hula Hooping
Hula hoop yourself to
happiness and step into your
new talent.
Hula hooping helps maintain
memory and strength and
improves balance, not to
mention a great way to
connect with your colleagues.

Voga*
Voga combines the breathsynchronised movement of
yoga with the expressive
moves of dance, fusing power,
and strength with attitude
and flamboyance. It's set to
an iconic 80's with house and
Balearic beats, that even
Madonna would be proud of.

be fire

Disco Yoga*
Disco Yoga is a unique yoga
class inspired by those who
simply want fitness to be fun
and uplifting! It’s for disco
lovers, yoga aficionados and
first timers looking for a new
way to unwind and socialise.

Music Video*
Want to learn some moves
that Beyonce would be proud
of? Find your inner fierce
learning a blockbuster beat
routine.
A guaranteed mood booster.
Bring it all on the dance floor
and leave your worries at the
door.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

be air

PuppyYoga

Perfume Bar*

Macramé*

Astrology*

Combine the relaxation
benefits of Yoga and the
endorphin boost of playing
with puppies, kittens or
rabbits to bring a whole new
meaning to the phrase 'Happy
Hour'.

Learn about blending aromas,
sample and select scents and
create your own unique, all
natural perfume. Using
natural leaves to help chose
your scent, then take home a
vintage bottle of your own
creation.

Arts & Crafts requires focused
attention & forces you to be
completely immersed in the
moment. Learn the basics of
this ancient craft and take
home your own beautiful boho
creation.

Astrology is invaluable for
serious business planning as well
as offering some fun. Use the
birth chart to predict timing for
future business strategies.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Breath Work*
This practice supports healing
and transformation by
clearing blocked thoughts and
emotions. Learn to have a
greater awareness of the present
moment.

Aromatherapy*
Learn the power of smell to
change your mood and get
insight into its uses, and
discover the delights of
aromatherapy.

be air

Life Coach*
Embark on practical training,
developing skills, goal-setting,
personal growth, and
behaviour modification.

Mindfulness*
An integrative, mind-body
based approach that helps
people to manage their
thoughts and feelings and
mental health.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Beat Breathing*
Doing breathing exercises
increase the amount of
oxygen in the body and
increases the release of toxins
with carbon dioxide. Now
imagine if you are doing all of
this, whilst externally you are
bopping to the beat, or in this
case, breathing to the beat!

Origami*
Learn how to master this
ancient Japanese craft, and
create different shapes in
these mindful moments.
During this relaxing workshop
you will learn how to make a
range of easy origami designs
while exploring the 'fiveways-to-well-being'

be air

EFT*
Also known as “Tapping,” EFT
is a self-administered healing
technique that reduces or
eliminates negative symptoms
and emotions. Based on
modern psychology and the
principles of acupuncture's
meridian, it's a great way to
learn how to reset.

Laughter Yoga*
Laughter yoga is a modern
exercise involving prolonged
voluntary laughter. This type
of yoga is based on the belief
that voluntary laughter
provides similar physiological
and psychological benefits as
spontaneous laughter.........
And its a good laugh!
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Elements Yoga*
A dynamic and creative flow
grounding the universal
principles of the elements.
Get grounded and get fully
immersed into the elements of
yoga.

Silent System
Meditation

Create your own frequency
and let your mind relax. Tune
into your favourite channel
and flow between mediation
and wellness.

be earth

Herbal Medicine*
Understand, explore and
experience ancient recipes
shared for creating a range of
herbal remedies to support your
well-being.

Tea Blending*
Learn how to make the
perfect brew for you. Learn all
about different teas and
blending herbs, how they are
made, best enjoyed and their
health benefits. and then relax
and unwind with your home
made cup of positivi-tea.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Energy Medicine*
Energy Medicine combines simple
techniques with
ancient wisdom to tap into the
rich storehouse of healing within
your body. Based on
the understanding that your body
is designed to heal itself and feel
good, you will learn how to help
make lasting changes to your
health, while enhancing your
happiness,
and bringing more vitality to your
life.

Cacao Ceremony*
Cacao ceremonies are a
centuries-old ritual seen as
the ultimate heart-opener.
In addition to being packed
full of vitamins and minerals,
cacao increases blood flow to
the brain which helps to
strengthen awareness and
focus.
Get still and get focused.

be earth

Making
Terrariums*

Allow your team time to
reconnect, recharge and
rediscover a new skill and the
power of nature. This mindful
hands on workshop will
enhance your feel good
hormones, as well as
brightening up your home and
workplace too.

Dance*
Dancing bolsters physical and
mental health by helping to
improve posture and flexibility,
lifting the mood and easing
anxiety. It's also a fun activity
that sharpens the mind.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Raw Chocolate*
Learn how to make life
changing raw chocolate that
is healthy with just 5
ingredients.
This session includes cookery
demos, where you will learn
about the health benefits of
cacao, where it comes from
and why it is a good part of
healthy eating.

Floristry*
Let your creativity run wild at
a mindfulness class in flower
arranging. Learn how to
create the perfect bouquet,
wreath, table decorations or
floral crown.
Take your pick!

be earth

Making
Kokedama*

Learn the art of Japanese
Kokedama making & creating
hanging houseplants, using
traditional wrapping
techniques and soil
combinations. We know that
nature is good for our soul,
why not bring nature in to
your home.

Herb Workshop
Learn all the tips and tricks to
grow your own herbs.
Seed sowing your own herbs
with guidance, you will get
hands on experience on how
best to grow your own as well
as a talk to understand how to
grow, nurture and use each
herb.
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Sound Bath*
Immerse yourself into a
meditative experience where
you are “bathed” in sound
waves.

Sync with Sleep*
Learn how to get. a good nights
kip, from mindset to methods,
nutrition to
hydration and all the amazing
elements in-between. After all we
all know, better rest equals better
work performance.

be water

Restorative Flow
Yoga*

Bring balance to your body
and emotions through a
gentle, healing and nourishing
practice. Find ease and
spaciousness in your body
and in your mind with this slow
flow based on rhythm of
nature and the seasons.

Painting*
Painting aids and develops
creative thinking skills, in turn
developing creativity and
productivity. Grab a brush
and unleash that inner
creative artist!
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Wall Art*

be water

Numerology*

HarpYoga

Positivity Pebbles

Create your own wall art, or
an inspirational wall of
thought. Come together as a
team with your creations to
forge one big masterpiece.

An Introduction into what
numbers mean, the
symbology behind them and
how you can use them at work
and in your life.

And who knows it could be the
next big art installation for the
office.

It really is a numbers game
with this one.

Move and empower your body
and experience a power
vinyasa inspired yoga class
combined with live harp
music, that guides you into a
state of relaxation and
heightened sense and body
awareness, releasing mental
as well as psychical tension.

Paint a pebble and let
positivity surround you with
your own 'positive python'
Make a piece of art together,
then why not take it home with
you or back to the office desk
(taking yours or whoever's
you're drawn to)
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*Available Virtually

Let Your Element

Calligraphy*
Learn how to create basic
shapes, whilst working
towards mastering the
modern calligraphy alphabet
and basic phrases.
Enjoy this art therapy, taking
yourself back with a good old
fashioned pad and pen.

Paint by Numbers*
Painting helps you enhance
your coordination and it boosts
your memory recollection skills,
and sharpens your mind
through visualizing and
implementing concepts.
Now try all of this with
numbers on a human!

be water

Home Pamper
Package*
Learn how to make your own
bathbomb or aromatherapy
bath salt. You will learn how to
mix the perfect combination of
natural ingredients to create
the ultimate at home pamper
experience.

Cocktail Lab
Roll up your sleeves and enjoy
the fruits of your libation
labour under the tutelage of
our alchemy mixologists.
Learn how to make mind
bending mocktails or cocktails
that can tease tastebuds with
a full immersive lab
experience.
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Each of the four elements
contains its own unique
properties, all working
simultaneously to create one
united universe.
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Contact Us to find out more!
hello@yourelementevents.com
07969 252518
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